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. I
This Agreement, made this day of ,2002, by and.between the CITY
OF UTICA, N.Y., a municipal corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "employer", and the
TEAMSTERS, CHAUFFEURS, WAREHOUSEMAN AND HELPERS, LOCAL #182, Utica, N.Y.,
hereinafter referred to as the "union".
WHEREA~, the parties are desirous of complying with the New York State Public
Employment Relations Law and the protection and advancement of the rights of the employees of
the City of Utica, New York, represented by the Union and for wJ:lom they have been certified as the
bargaining agent by the'Employer, it is agreed as follows.
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
The Employer agrees that the Union shall be the sole and exclusive bargaining agent and .
representative for the Unit consisting of all employees in the Department o~Public Works of the City
of Utica, New York, except for the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner(s).
ARTICLE II
DUES DEDUCTIONS
The Employer agrees to payroll deductions of dues, initiation fees, and/or uniform
assessments of employees when properly authorized by the employee and shall remit the same to the
Union within seven (7) days of deduction.
ARTICLE III
WORKDAY~ORKWEEK
The normal work week for all employees shall consist of forty (40) hours (inclusive of a one-
half(I/2) hour lunch break and one (1) 15-minute coffee break in the moming) consisting offive (5)
. .
consecutive eight (8) hour days, Monday through Friday.
..~ The City may require that up to four (4) unit positions may work a regularly scheduled work
week of Tuesday through Saturday o~ a permanent year-round basis.
In addition, to the work weeks described above, the Commissioner or the Mayor may require
as many unit employees as are necessary in his (their) sole discretion to work a Tuesday through
Saturday work week during all or a portion of the winter snow season, which shall be October 1st
. .
through March 31st.
ARTICLE ill-A
OVERTIME
Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half:
(a) for all work in excess of forty (40) hours per week (a holiday or scheduled vacation
day will be considered a day worked);
(b) for all work on Sunday;
(c) for all work performed on a day designated as a holiday in Article XII.
ARTICLE IV
WAGES
A. The hourly rates in effect on' March 31, 2000, shall be modified annually
(compounded) as follows:
April 1, 2000 -March 31, 2001
April 1, 2001 -March 31, 2002
April 1, 2002 -March 31, 2003
April!, 2003 -March 31, 2004
3%
3%.
3%
2.5%
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ARTICLE V
LONGEVITY
Employees who, by November 1 have completed 10, 15, or 20 years of continuous service, ,
with the City of Utica since his/her last date of hire shall receive an annual longevity stipend based
on the following schedule to be paid between November '1 and December 1:
After 10 years of service:
After 15 years of service:
After 20 years of service:
$150.00 (total)
$250.00 (Not Compounded)
$350.00 (Not Compounded)
, ,
ARTICLE VI
,
OUT OF TITLE PAY
In the event that an em.ployee is transferred to a class of work earning a higher pay than his
normal class, he shall be paid the higher rate of pay and for any portion less than one (1) day in said
higher class, he shall be paid the higher rate for the entin~day, unless the transfer shall be a part of
training.
ARTICLE VII
CALL-BACK
An employee who is called back to work while off duty shall receive a minimum of four (4)
hours pay (at overtime rate if otherwise applicable) regardless of how long the employee is required
, to work.
An employee who is called to work within four (4) hours (one hour to four hours) of his
regular work day start time will be paid for the actual time worked (no four hour minimum).
ARTICLE VIII
HEALTH INSURANCE
A.
.
The Employer to continue to provide New York State Teamsters Council Health and
Hospital Fund Plan A coverage at no c'ost to employees.
3
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B. To help defray the cost of health insurance, all employees hired on or after August 13,
1993 shall receive fifty cents ($.50) per hour less than the current job rate up to forty (40) hours per
week.
C. Employees of this bargaining unit who retire on or after January 1, 1999, shall receive
health insurance coverage equal to one (1) year of coverage for every five (5) years of service with a
maximum period of City-provided coverage of five (5) years. Employees who retire and who are
covered by this provision who ~ere employed by the City prior to September 1, 1989, will be
required to pay ten percent (10%) of the cost of the total health insurance premium paid by the City
on their behalf during their retirement. Employees hired on or after September 1, 1989, who retire
during the term of this Agreement and who are covered by this provision, will be required to pay
twenty--five percent (25%) of the total cost of the health insurance premium paid on their behalf by
the City. It is further understood that employees electing coverage under this provision will be
required to enroll in one of the health insurance plans offered by the City during the period of
coverage provided by this section.
D. The method of payment for health insurance benefits for members of the bargaining
unit to the Teamster Welfare Fund shall be changed from the composite rate to a tiered rate. After
April 1, 1999, changes back to the composite rate and future changes back to a tiered rate shall rest
solely in the discretion of the City of Utica. Changes can only be made at the beginning ofa "fiscal
year" as set forth in the contact between the City and the Teamster Welfare Fund.
ARTICLE IX
UNIFORMS
DPW employees are to receive an annual clothing disbursement of$130.00 per annum to be
paid by separate check without deductions. Effective April 1, 2002, this amount will increase to
4
$175.00 per annum.
Effective September 1, 1992, the traditional shoe allowance benefit presently amounting to
fifty-five dollars ($55.00) per employee per year will hereinafter be payable in cash immediately
upon proof of purchase by the employee of a pair of safety work shoes. Effective April 1, 2002, this
amount will be increased to $85.00 annually. Employees are required to we~ safety work shoes at
all times.
The City agrees to furnish, on an "as needed-turned in basis" gloves and fluorescent vests
for those employees of the DPW that use same for their job performance.
ARTICLE X
VACATIONS
The current vacation schedule shall be as follows:
After completion of 6 months of service
- After completion of 1year of service
After completion of 2, 3 and 4 years of service
After.completion of 5 years of service
After completion of 8 years of service
After completion of 15 years of service
After completion of 20 years of ~ervice
1 week vacation
1 additional week of vacation'
2 weeks vacation
3 weeks vacation
4 weeks vacation
5 weeks vacation
6 weeks vacation
Vacations shall be scheduled pursuant to a schedule developed by the Commissioner.
Vacation selection for periods of one (1) week or more will be by seniority within job title.
. ~
No accumulation of vacation in excess of thirty (30) days shall be permitted to be carried
over to the next calendar year. ,
ARTICLE XI
SICK LEAVE
-,
Employees receive one and one-half (1112)days of sick leave credit per month, for a total of
eighteen (18) sick days per annum. Employees may accumulate up to a maximum of 180 days of
5
sick leave. Employees may utilize sick days fQr illness or injury which cause the employee to be
unable to perform the duties of his position.
At the time of retirement, employees shall receive $5.00 per day for each day of unused
. accumulated sick leave up to 150 days. Accumulated days from 151-180 will be valued at $50.00
per day and will also be paid at the time of retirement.
Although an employee may not accumulate more than 180 days of sick leave for utilization
purposes, an employee may accumulate days above 180 for purposes of gaining monetary credit
toward the payment of health insurance in retirement. All days accumulated above 180 to a
maximum of300 (120 days above 18'0)will be credited at $50.00 per day on the date of retirement
and that credit will be made by the employer to offset health insurance premium co-pay, if any,.
during the employee's retirement. The credit will b~ used before the employee will be required to
. pay his premium co-pay. Ifafter City-obligated coverage is exhausted and there is a balance left it
may be used to purchase additional health insurance coverage beyond the City-obligated period.
An employee who has accumulated more than 180 sick days at the time of retirement may
elect to have his payout for accumulated sick days between 0 - 180 also utilized for health insurance
premIum purposes.
Effective April 1, 2002, employees may charge up to two (2) hours per month for doctor's
appointments (this time will not be charged to sick leave).
ARTICLE XII
HOLIDAYS
Employees receive the following holidays:
1.
2.
3.
New Years Day
Martin Luther King Day
President's Day
7. Labor Day
8. ColumbusDay
9.' Election Day
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4. Good Friday
5. MemorialDay
6.. Fourth of July
10.
11.
12.
13.
Veterans Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day After Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
ARTICLE XIII
PERSONAL LEAVE
Employees receive three (3) personal leave days. Effective January 1, 2002, employees will
receive four (4) personal leave days per year. Personal leave days may not be carried over to a new
calendar year. Unused personalleaye days will be converted to sick days.
ARTICLE XIV
DISCIPLINE
The di~cipline procedure set forth herein shall apply to all employees who have completed
their twelve (12) month probationary period - either initial or by reason of promotion. The employer
agrees to utilize progressive discipline when the facts and circumstances warrant the utiliZation of
such discipline.
The employer may discipline a member of the bargaining unit forjust cause. It is understood
that theft of property shall result in termination of the employee.
If the union determines that an employee was'not disciplined for just cause, it may utilize the
final step of the grievance procedure by filing with the Public Employment Relations Board within
fifteen (15) work days after the imposition of the discipline that is being reviewed. The arbitration
procedures contained in the grievance procedure will apply, except that the issue before the arbitrator
will be "Did the employer have just cause for disciplining the employee?"
7
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ARTICLE XV
LEAVE WITHOUT PAY
No employee may be absent from work unless he has accum~ated appropriate leave time'
. (sick, personal, vacation) to cover such absence. An employee who is ~bsent without appropriate
leave credits to cover such ~bsence shall be deemed to be in a '~leave without pay" status. An
employee who is in this status will be automatically given the following penalties without recourse
to the grievance or discipline procedures, except that if an employee contests the employers
determination that he was in such status, he may avail himself to the grievance procedure:
. First Offense: A written warning;
.
. .
Second Offense: Within eighteen (18) months of the first offense, automatic five (5)
days suspension without pay;
. Third Offense: Within eighteen (18) months offirst offense, automatic suspension of
ten (10) days without pay;
. Fourth Offense: Withffi eighteen (18) months of the' first offense, automatic
termination and deemed to be an automatic resignation from employment by the employee.
ARTICLE XVI
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
SECTION 1: GRIEVANCES
A grievance is defined as a claimed violation of a specific term of this Collective Bargaining
Agreement.in its application or interpretation by the employer.
Step One
The Union Seward or other authorized representative of the Union, .with or without the
employee, will present the grievance orally to the Commissioner of the Department of Public Works
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or his duly authorized designee within ten (10) work days of its occurrence. The Commissioner of
the Department of Public Works or his designee will then attempt to adjust the matter and shall
respond to the Steward within five (5) work days.
Step Two
If the grievance still remains unresolved, it shall be presented by the Union President or his
authorized representative to the Commissioner of the Department of Public Works in writing within .
five (5) work days after the response of the Commissioner of the Department of Public Works was
due, but in no event later than twenty (20) work days after the occurrence which gave rise to the
grievance. The Commissioner of the Department of Public Works shall schedule a meeting within
five (5) work days after receipt of the grievance with the Union President and/or his authorized
representative to discuss the 'grievance. At that time, ~e Union shall present its case to the
Commissioner. The Commissioner shall within five (5) work days of such meeting set forth an
answer to the gr~evance in wrjting to the local union president and/or his authorized representative.
Step Three
If the grievance remains unresolved, it shall be presented by the Union President and/or his
. authorized representative to the Mayor in writing within five (5) work days after the response of the
Step Two determination is received, but in no event more than ten (10) work days after the date of
the grievance meeting held during the Step Two process. The Mayor mayor may not determine to
meet with the Union to discuss the grievance. Within ten (10) work days. after receipt of the
grievance from the Union, the Mayor will issue a written determination. The Mayor may ratify the
determination of the Commissioner or he may write his own determination.
Step Four
After receipt of the Mayor's decision, if the Union feels that the grievance is still unresolved,
9
, .
it may, within fifteen (15) work days after receipt of the decision or within fifteen (15) work days
after the decision was due trom the Mayor, elect to take the matter to binding arbitration.
SECTION 2: ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
A. The arbitration shall be conducted by an arbitrator to be selected by the employer and
the union from a list of arbitrators provided by the New York State Public Employment Relations
Board, in accordance with the Board's Rules of Procedure.
B. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties, and the
arbitrator shall be requested to issue his decision within thirty (30) days after the conclusion of
testimony and argument.
c. No arbitrator functioning under this step of the grievance procedure shall have any
power to amend, modify or delete any provisions of this agreement.
D. Expenses for the arbitrator's services and the proceedings shall be porne equally by
the Employer and the Union. If either party desires a verbatim record of the proceedings, it may
cause such a record to be made, providing it pays for the record and makes copies available without
charge to the other party and to the arbitrator.
SECTION 3: MATTERS RELEVANT TO GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
A. The time limits in the grievance procedure may be extended by mutual agreement in
writing.
B. Any step of the grievance procedure may by bypassed by mutual agreement, in
writing.
c. In the case of a group, policy, or organization type grievance, the grievance may be
submitted directly to the Commissioner by the Union President or his appointed representatiye.
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ARTICLE XVII
LAYOFFS
In the event of layoff, the employee shall be given two (2) weeks notice.
ARTICLE XVIn
STRIKE PROHmITION
The Union hereby a~rms that it does not reserve the right to strike against the Employer in
compliance with Section 210 of the Taylor Law.
ARTICLE XIX
LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY
.The Department Head shall have discretion as to the length of time of the leave of absence,
and up to a maximum of one (1) year and only to the extent permitted by law and it shall be in
writing with a copy to the Job Steward and the U~on.
ARTICLE XX
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
The parties hereto understand the importance of the normal and orderly conduct of the City's
business and operationS and the Union and the employees Will cooperate and assist the City in the
.. .
performance of its duties to the people of the City of Utica, New York. The provisions of this
Agreement shall be expressly limited to salaries, benefits, and other conditions of employment of the
covered employees of the City of Utica, and shall not be construed to restrain or limit the ~mployer
in the full and absolute management of its affairs.
ARTICLE XXI
SENIORITY AND ASSIGNMENT OF OVERTIME
a. The principles of seniority will prevail for selection of jobs, selection of vacation
periods and for lay-of( and recall, however, qualifications shall be a determining facto~ in job
11
"selection.
b. 'Seniority shall be defined as the length of service with the City of Utica since the last
date of hire at the Department of Public Works.
'
c. (1) Sewer Department -Regularly scheduled weekend overtime shall be on a
rotating wheel basis. Weekday overtime shall be scheduled on a .straight seniority basis with the
most senior employee within the job title having first,choice to the available overtim~.
(2) "All other departments -Overtime shall be assigned by job title with the most
senior employee receiving first choice for the available overtime. Should additiQnal employees be
needed after all employees within the job title are assigned, then the remaining overtime shall be
assigned on a straight seniority basis irrespective of job title or classification within the department
and then strict seniority outside the department.
d. Bidding of assignments by seniority withinjob classifications shall be conducted on
an annual basis during the month of March by the Commissioner of Public Works.
,
e. The seniority roster of all employees of the City showing names, positions, and dates
of entering service shall be posted in the last week of April and in the last week of October, in a
place accessible to all employees affected. The roster will be open to protest and correction for a
period of thirty (30) days and, upon proof of error being presented by an employee or his
representative, such error will be corrected. A written copy of all rdsters posted and corrections'
made will be furnished to the office of the Union as so'on as such rosters or changes are posted.
ARTICLE XXII
UNION STEWARDS
,The Union shall appoint one or more stewards, but the stewards' duties for the Union shall in
no way conflict with their duties for the Employer. The parties hereto' further agree that the Chief _
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Steward in the Department of Public Works shall have super-seniority for the purpose of layoff and
recall; that is, he shall be the last emplqyee laid off in a reduction in force and the first recalled to
work after a layoff.
ARTICLExxm
STAFFING/SUBCONTRACTING
A. Effective August 1, 1982, the City shall maintain a minimum number of 85
employees at the Department of Public Works.
B. However, effective December 1, 1984, the City shall have the right, but only through
attrition (normally defined ~ a vacancy created by resignation, dismissed for cause, death or
retirement), to reduce the number of employees at the Department of Public Works. The City, in
turn, recognizes a good faith obligation on its part, in the event that a reduction of work force
through attrition comes under administrative consideration, to make every reasonable effort to ensure
that such a reduction will not jeopardize the operation effectiveness of the D.P.W. pepartment.~
C. The City shall have the right t9 assign emergency employees to perform barg~g
unit work in emergency situations (defined as a combination of circumstances calling for immed~ate
action such as, but not limited to flood, riot, snow emerge~cy, wind damage and other similar natural
or man-made situations calling for similar immediate action). It is further agreed by the parties that
use of such emergency employees shall not be considered to increase the regul~ minimum staffing
complem~nt of the D.P.W.
D. Ifthe'City should, in the future, desire to subcontract services traditionally performed
by the D.P. W., it will bargain such changes in accordance with legal requirements of the Taylor Law
and the New York State Public Employment Relations Board.
Subsections "B", "c" and "D" of this Article shall also be known as the "Staff
13
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Complement/Subcontracting language."
.
. E. Employees whos~ last date of hire is on or after August 13, 1993 shall not be covered
by the Staff Complement/Subcontracting language of this contract.
ARTICLE XXIV
SAFETY
The Employer shall not require employees to take out on the,streets or highways any vehicle
that is not in safe operating condition or is not equipped with adequate safety appliances or is not
.
,
mechanically sound.
ARTICLE XXV
TOOL ALLOWANCE
Mechanics shall receive a One Hundred Fifty Dollar ($150.00) tool allowance annually. The
tool allowance will be increased to Two HU1)dredDollars ($200.00) effective April 1, 2002.
ARTICLE XXVI
JURY DUTY
The City will compensate the employees called to j ury duty, by paying to said employees the
difference between the remuneration received by said employees from the court system and the
monies the said employee would have received from the City had said employee not been called to
../
'
jury duty.
'ARTICLE XXVII
MISCELLANEOUS
. 1. Effective on and retroactive to April 1, 1981, the City agrees to allow to be installed
an array of vending machines (coffee, candy, cigarette, sandwich, etc.) in'the employee's lunch area.
All proceeds from the operation of said machines are to be escrowed into the Good and Welfare
Fund to be maintained by a com~ittee that will be selected from the bargaining unit, and said
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proceeds are to be used for such employee functions as the annual clam bake and/~r Christmas party.
2.' Effective on and retroactive to April 1, 1981, the City agrees that it will honor all
written requests for the Teamster Credit Union Payroll Deduction Plan.
3. Effective May 1, 1980, the City agrees that it will notify the Union by each payroll
period of the riame~ and addresses of all new hires, either pennanent and/or ,temporary, who work
either out of or for the Department of Public Service.
ARTICLE xxvm
SAVINGSCLAUSE
In the event that any portion of this Agreement shall be declared invalid..or illegal, the
remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.
ARTICLE XXIX
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall ~ontinue in full force and effect from the first day of April 2000 to and
including the 31st day of March 2004.
ARTICLE XXX
LEGISLATIVE
IT IS AGREEDBY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIESTHATANY PROVISION OFTHIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT, ITS IMPLEMENTATION
BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT
BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROpRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN
,
APPROVAL.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands and seals the day and
year,above written.
THE CITY OF UTICA, N.Y.
TEA]dSTERS,CHAUFFEURS,
WAREHOUSEMEN AND HELPERS,
LOCAL UNION #182, UTICA, N.Y. AND
VICINITY
Dated: Marcht1£, 2002
By: ,(
~4 d/dl
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City of.Utica '4/1/00-3/31/01 4/1101-3/31/02 4/1102-3/31/03 4/1/03-3/31/04
,DPW Rate Rate Rate Rate
DitT.to Laborer Diff. to Laborer Diff. to Laborer Diff. to Laborer
Laborers Day 11.91 12.27 12.64 12.96
Night 12.31 12.67 13.04 13.36
. Sewer 12.31 12.67 13.04 13.36
Sign Shop 12.50 12.88 13.27 13.60
Truck Day 12.13 0.22 12.49 0.22 12.86 0.22 13.18 0.22
Driver Night 12.53 0.22 12.89 0.22 13.26 0.22 13.SB 0.22
Sewer 12.53 0.22 12.89 0.22 13.26 0.22 13.58 0.22
LEO's Day 12.51 0.60 12.89 0.62 13.28 . 0.64 13.61 0.65
Night 12.91 0.60 13.29 0.62 13.68 0.64 14.01 0.65
Sewer 12.91 0.60 13.29 0.62 13.68
. 0.64 14.01 0.65
IlEO's Day 13.32 1.41 13.72 1.45 14.13 1.49 14.48 L52
Night 13.72 1.41 14.12 1.45 14.53 1.49' 14.88 1.52
Sewer 13.72 1.41 14.12 1.45 14.53 1..49 14.88 1.52
Mechanic Day 13.76 ' 14.17 14.60 14.97
Night 14.16 14.57 15.00 15.3.7
Sewer 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
, Mason Sewer 15.00 15.45 15.91 16.31
Acctg Clerk Day 13.36 13.76 14.17 14.52
APPENDIX "A"
~
J
1. The second and third shift differential shall be $.40 per hour. The sewer shift differential shall be $.40 per hour.
0,
0
2. New Hire Rate. Effective April 1, 2002: All employees hired after April 1, 2002 shall start at a rate three ($3.00) per hour below
the "Job Rate." After the completion of each six (6) months of service, such employee(s) will be increased fifty ($.50) per hour.
,
,
After three (3) years of service, such employee(s) will be paid at the applicable "Job Rate."
3. EfIectiveAprill, 2002, Mechanics rate will be increased by $.25 per hour.
,
'
.
Effective April.!, 2003, Mechanics rate will be increased by $.25 per hour.
4. Effective Aprill, 2002, IlEO rate will be increased by $.50 per hour for special equipment listed in Appendix "B."
APPENDIX B
'
The following rep~esents appropriate operator assignments by title. Individuals'may be
. as~igned "down" or "up." If assigned ''up'' additional compensation will be paid to reflect the
appropriate title.
Cars and Vans
. Pick-up :Truckswlthout Plow or Salter
Pick-up Trucks with Plow or Salter
Pick-up Trucks Pulling Trailer
Six Wheel Dump without Plows or Salters
Sign Shop Boom Truck
Pusher
Backhoe
Bob Cat
Six Wheel Dump with Plow or Salter
Ten Wheel Dump
Wing Plow'
Pay Loader
Water Truck
Scavenger
Dump Truck Pulling Small Equipment
Street Sweeper
18
Laborer
Laborer.
'Truck
Truck
Truck
Light Equipment
Light Equipment
Light Equipment
Light Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Heavy Equipme~t
Heavy Equiptnent
Heavy Equipment
Heavy Equipment
H~avy Equipment
EffectiveApril!, 2002, individuals'assignedto operatethe followingequipmentwill receive
Heavy Equipment Operator rate, plus $.50 per hour for each hour of operation of designated
equipment.
Excavator
Bull Dozer
Grader
Roller
Dump Truck Pulling Heavy Equipment
Track Loader
19
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
, ,
APPENDIX "C"
-
THE CI1'¥ OF UTICA
COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE
CDL
DRUG' AND ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY
,
'
. ~'. .
Effective Date 'January 1, 1997
Revised October 2, 2000"
This Drug and Alcohol Testing ;Policy is issued pursuant to the
Omnibus transportation employee t~ Act of 1991 and the
regulations issued thereunder.
I
,
Reviewed by: ,
Law:Office of
Roemer, Wallens and Mineaux, LLP
)3 Columbia Circle '.
Albany, New Yark 12203
. .
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INTRODUCTION
The OmnibUsTransportation Employee Testing Act of 1991 (the Act) WI13signed into laYf
ht October 1991. TheActr~quiredtheFederalDepartmentofTrans~ortation to develop regulations
to hnplement drug and alcohol testing of employees performing safety-sensitive functiot\~ in the
aviation"highway,rail and transit industries. The pertinentregulationsare:
. . Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations part 40 . Procedures for Transportation
. Workplace Drug and Alcohol Testing Programs.
Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part 382 -Controiled Substances and Alcohol.
.
Us'e and Testing. "
.
. The purpose of the Act and the regulations implementing the Act are to establish programs.
. designed to help prevent a'Ccidentsand injuries resulting from the misuse of alcohol or use of
controlled substances by drivers of commercial motor vehicles. The regulations require drug and .
alcohol testing of employees who maintain a commercial driver's license (CDL) and operate what
are defined as commercialmotor vehicles. ...
resting wjll be required under the followingwork rela.tedconditio.w»: (1) pre-employment,
(2) on a ~andom basis, (3) upon reasonable suspicion. (4) in post-accident situations, (5) upon a .
return to duty after having tested positive~ and (6) en a follow-up basis. The regulations require
testing for alcobol using an evid~ntia1 breath testing device and urine testing for five illegal
substanceswhich includemarijuana, cocai~e, amphetamines,opiates,and phencyclidine(PCP). .
The procedures outlined in .this manual will b~come effective 1anuary 1, 1997.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS PLAN'
The purpos,e of the Drug and Alcohol Tcstipg Plan"(this Plan.) is to' explain and .educate the'
workforce with regard to the requirements cfthe law and the procedures nec~ssary to meet
these requirements. This Plan is prepared in compliance with and based upon the mandatoty
requirements of the Act and regulations promulgated thC{cunde.r. The regula.1ions discussed
above contain a more detailed explanation of the law)s requirements and w.illbe the. .
governing instrument under which this Plan is administered.
Failure to comply with the Act, the regulations, or this P'an RIOYresult in disciplinary
action up to and includlng discharge. 'f,/.
.
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DEFJNlTIONS
A'Coendix,A contains a list of selected definitio,nstaken from the regulations which apply to
the administration of this Plan.
PRQ!!lBITED DRUG ucr
No employee shall use, sell, possess, distribute, manufacture, or be under the iniluence of any
a1coh~lic beverage or illegal drug or any other intoxicating subBtance at any time aD:a job site or on
employer property; or while in an employer vehicle, a vehicle leased for'employer business, or a
,
privately owned vehicle being used "roren'ployer business dw:ingthe employee's work hours., '
No employee shall use illegal drugs o.r report to work at the beginning of a shift or upon
returning from any break, luneh or rest period under the influence of a1coho~illegal drugs or other
intoxicatingsubstance. .
No employee shall possess alcohol Quringworking hours unless the alcohol1s manifested and
.
'transported as part of a sbipment, perform safety sensitive functions within four (4) hours after using
. alcohol, 0t:use alcoholfor eight (8) ho1.ii~following an accidentor untilhe/she-undergoes a post-
accidentalcohol test, whichever occurs first. .
See further discussion at "Prohibited Conduct," p.3.
, ,
THE .PERSO~TED TO ANSWER OUESTIO~
ABOUTJ}Jt'UG ~OL TESTING
.
,Each covered employee will receive a copy of this Plan prior to, the start of alcohol and
controUcd substance testing. Representatives of 'the empJoyee organization representing the
employees will also receive copies of this Plan
,
Appendi~ B speciti~s the names, addresses and phone numbers 9fthe individuals designated
to answer any questions an employee may have regarding this Plan and the individuals or
organizations charged with administering the Plan. Employees can also obtain information on the
Plan from supervisors and other employer representatives or from the employee's union.
'2
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EMPLOYEES SUBJEC~G AND AL~TING REOUIREMENT~
Ally employee who haNa:CDL for the perfonnance of their duties is supject to It:sting under
!bis P1an~as well as those employees listed in Appendix ~ paragraph24.
PRO.HXoITED CONDUCT
Alcohol Possession. No employee shall be on duty or operate a commercial motor vehicle
while the employee possesses alcohol) unless the alcohol is manifested and transported as part of a.
shipm~nt.
.
On-Duty Use. No employee shall use alcohol while performing safety-sensjtive functioDS.
. . .
Pte-Duty Use. No employee shall perform safety-sensitive functions within tour hours after
using alcohol.
. .
Use Following an Accident. No employee involve,din an accident shall use alcohol fQr
eight hours following the accident:, or until the employee undergoes. a post-accident alcohol test,
wrncheve:r occurs first..
Controlled Sub$tances. No employee shall report for duty or remain on duty when the
employee uses any controlled substance, except when the use is pursuant to the instructions of a
physician who has advised the employee that the substance does not adversely affect the employee's
ability to safcly operate a commercial motor vehicle.
Controlled Substance Test~ng" No employeeshall report for duty, remain on duty or
perform ~ safety-sensitive functiQ~ if the employee tests positive for controlled substanoes.
. .
. Employer's J)uty. If the employer reasonably suspectS or. has octuallmowledge tbal .
an employee is not in compliance with one of tile prohibitions listed above, the employer is
J"equiredto remove the employ.eefrom the performance of duty.
l' E CIRCUMSTA CES UNDER
. Pre-Employment Testing. Prior to the first time an employeeperforms safety-sensitive
functions for all employer) the employee sball undergo testing for alco~ol and controlled substanee$.
The employer wilJnot allow an employee to perform safety sensitive functions unless the employee
has been administered an alcohol.test with the result indicating an alcohol concentration less than
0.02, and bas received a controlled substance teSt result indicating a verified negative test.result.
..
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Post-Accidellt Testing. As soon as practicable followjng an accident involving a
.commercialmotor vehicle~the empioyee involved in the accidentshall be tested for alcohol ~d,
controUedsubstances.
Random Testing. Employees will be tested for both alcohol and controJIed substances on
a random basis.. The minimum annual percentage rate for a random. tucohol testing shaUbe 25% of
the average number of covered positions. The minimum annual percentage rate for random
controlled substance testing shall be 50% of the average number of covered positions.
The primary purposes of random testing are to deter prohibited drug and alcohol use and to
ensure a drug~ftee and alcohol-free workforce. The regulations require that covered employees shall.
be subject to drug and alcohol testing on an unannouncedand random basis. . The employer shall
conduct a number of drug tests on all covered employees equal to at least 50% of the average number
of covered employees each calendar year, spread reasonably over a. 12~month period. In addition,
the employer shatI conduct a.number of alcohol t~~ts en cover~d employees equal to at least 25%
of the number of covered employees each calendar year, spread reasonably over a 12..month period.
The fo11'owingis an outline of the key aspects of the random testing ~election process:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
.. . (5)
Employees rcmain in the random selection pool at an tim~s, r~gardless of .whether .
. or not they have bCCJ1previously' selected for testing.
Employees sh8.n be selected for testingby using a computer-basedrandom number
generator or equivalent random selection method ~hatis matched-with an employee's
"ocia1security number.
The process will be unannoun~edJ as well as random.. Employees will be notified
that they have been selected for testing after they have reported for duty on the day
of conection.
Employees will be selected for random testing based on th~ number of covered
employees at the time and the necessary testing rate.
Specimen collection will be conducted on different days of the week thro~ghout the
annual cycle.
Steps for random testing:
4
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(1) The employer) on a pre-determined datc, sholl use the random se1ectioD procedures
to compile a list of covered employees selected for random testing dll1'ingthat testing
cycle.
(2) The employer will notify employees of their selection for random testing after they
have reported for d\Jty.
The names of the employees to be tested will be provid,edto the appropriate division
manager, department head or supervisor.
(3)
The 1i~ o'f employees selected will be retained by the employer in ~ secure location.(4)
(5)' EmplQyeeashall-report i~ediately to the collection site, once notified by the
appropriateemployerrepresentative.
(6) Upon aniving at the designated collection site, the empIo'yee will be required to
identify himsel:ti'herself to the site personnel by presenting a pi"iure identifJ,cation
(i.e.J employer photo identification card,or driver's Jicense). '
The employee will provide biS/her urine specimen or breath sample, hi accordance
wtth the procedures of the collection site.
(7)
Reasonable Stlspicion Testing. The employer shall require an employee to submit to an
a1co~ol or drug test when the employerhas reaSonablesuspicionto believe that the employee has:
violated the prohibjtio~ of the regulations concerning alcohol or drugs. The employer's
determination that reasonable suspicion exists to require an employee to undergo a test will be based
on specific, c9ntemporaneous, articulable observations concerning the appearancel behavior, speech
or body odors of the driver. The observatioDBmay include .indicationsof the chronic and withdrawal
effects of controlled substances.
In making a determination of reasonable suspicio~ the factors to be consIdered include, but
are not limited to, the following: ".
....
(1)
,
Adequately documentcd pattern of unsatisfactory work performance, for which no
apparent non-impalrment-related reason exists or a change in a.n employee's prior
pattem ,ofwork performance.
Physical signs and symptoms consistent with ::;ubstanceabuse.
"
'
(2)
(3) Evidence of illegal drug or alcohol use, possession, sale or delivery while on duty.
5
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(4) Occurrence of a serioU$01'potentially sedous accident tha.tmay have been caused by
human error or flagrant violations of established safety, security or other operational
procedures.
Retu.4ned-To-Duty Testing. The employer shall ensure that before an employee returns to
duty requiring the performance of a safety..scnsitive function after engaging in condUct prohibited
by the regulations concerning a1~oho~the employee shall undergo a retum-to-duty aicohol test wjth
the result indicating an alcohol concentration of less than 0.02. The employer shall el1sure that
befo.re an employee retums .to duty requiring the perform8Jlce of a safety-sensitive function after
engaging in conduct prohibited by the regulations concerning controlled substances3 the employee
sh.allundergo a returp-to-dttty controlled substance test with a result indicating ~verified negative
result for controlled. substances use. '
Follow-Up Testing. Following a determination by a Substance Abuse Professional that an
employee is in need of assistance in resolving problems associated with t.b.euse of controlled
substances, the employer sha1lensure that the employee iB~ubject to unannounced follow-up alcohol
and/or ct)ntrolled substance testing as directed by a Substance Abuse Professional. The testing will
, consist of at least six (6) follow~up tests in the first twelve months followi'ng the employee's return..
to-duty.
General Safety Considerations.
Asly time an employee tests positive for a1coho~the employer will arrango to transport th.e
employee trom the collection site to the employee3s home.
, .
Any time an employee is drug tested under the reasonable suspicion or post-accident section
of this Plalla the employee shall not perform any safety-sensitive duties pending the receipt of the
drug test results.
An employee who refuses to take or fails a drug or alcohol test sh~ be treated as if a.positive
test result was obtained.
. THE PROCEDURES 'faAI..!VlLL BE USED TO TEST FOR THE rRESENCE O:t!
ALCOHOL AND CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
1. Drug 1"esting.
Preparation for Testing. The employer and a certified laboJ"atory.willmaintain a clear and
well-documented procedure for the collectioo, shipment, and. accessing of urine specimens as
detailed and required by the regulations. When an employee enters the testing location, the testing
proce~ures will be fully explained to the emplqyee. The procedures inc~de the following:
. .
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
the use 'of a drug testing custody and control form;
the use of clean, single-use specimen bottles that are securely wrapped until filled
with the specimen and the use of a procedure jn which the urine specimen is split
and poured into f,Wospecimen bottles to provide the employee with the option of
retesting the split sample;
, .
the use of a tamper proof sealing system. designed ~na manner to ensure against
, undetected opening;
the use of a shipping container in which the specimen and associated paperwork may
be transferred and which can be sealed and initialed to prevent undetected tampering;
the use of written procedures;,' InstructionB, and training 'that will ensure tJiat
collection site personnel have the abUity to administer the collection procedures in
accordance with the requirements of the regulations.
Designation of Collection Site,' The. employer will identify a designated collection site
which has allnecessary personnel, materials, equipment, facilities and supervision to-provide,for the
col1e~tioJJ,security, tempQrary storage, and shipping or transportation of urine specimens' to a
certified drug testing labotatory.
Security, The designated collection site will be se~ured to ensure that other persons are not
present during the 'collection process. The specimen shall remain under the dire<,,1cuuLl'ol of
collection site personnel from delivery to its being sealed in the mailer. The mailer shill be
immediately mailed, mamtained in secure storage. or remain until mailed under the contrQl of
collection site personnel.
, Chain of Custody. A chain of custqdy and control form'shall be properly ex;ecutedby
authorized collection site personnel upon receipt of specimens. Handling or transportation ofuril1e
specimens from one authorized individucUor place to another shall always be accomplished through
ctUUD'of custody procedures. Since specimens, and documentation are sealed in shipping container
that would indicate any tampering during'transit to the laboratory, and couriers, express carders and
postal service p'ersonne1do not have access to the chain.of custody fonns, there is no requirement
that such personnel document ch.ainof custody for the shipping container during transit.
Access to Authorized Pers'onnel Only, No unauthorized pel"sonnel shall be permitted in
D.Q.ypart of the designated collection site where urine specime.t13are collected or stored. Only
colle<,,1ionsite perSODJlellnayhandle specimens prior to their securement in the mailing container
or monitor or obselVe specimen coJlectiori.
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Privacy. Procedures for collecting urine specimens shall allow individual privacy unless there
is a reason to bel1eve that a particular individuaLmay ~ter or substitute the specimen to be provided:
. .
. Integrity and Identity of Specimen. The employershalltake .precautionsto ensure that a .
uri~e specimen is not adulterated or diluted during the collection procedur~ and that information on
the urine bottle and on the urine custody and control fonn can identify the individual from whom the
specimen was collected.
Failure to Cooperate. If the employee refuses to cooperate with the collection process,
collection site personnel shall inform the employer and shall document the noncooperation on the
drug testing custody and control fonn. Any fail~re to cooperate may subject the employee to
disciplinary action up to and including tennination." '
Employ'ee Requiring Medical Attention. If the sample being collected is trom an employee
in need of medical attention (e.g., as part of a post-accident test given in an emergency medical
facility), necessary medical attention shall not be delayed in order to collect the specimen.
. .
Laboratory Personnel a,nd Analysis Procedures. The laboratory used to analyze
specimensshallmeet the r~quirementsof the regulationsandutilizeproceduresthat conformwiththe'
regulations.
Quality Assuran'ce and Quality Control. Drug testing laboratories shall have a quality
assurance program which encompasses all,aspects of the testing process including but not limited to
specimen acquis~tion, chain 'of custody security and reporting of re$ults, initial and confirmatory
testing and validation of analytical pro'cedures. Quality assurance procedures shall be designated,
implemented and reviewed to, monitor the conduct of ,each step of the process of testing. All
specimens identified ~s positive on the initial test shall' be confirmed using an additional te,sting
procedure.
Reporting and Review of Results by MRO. Positive test results will be reported directly
to a designated Medical Review' Officer (MRO) prior to the tran~ssion of the results to the
employer's administrative officials. The ~O shall review the integrity of test results and contact
,
the individualdirectly,on a confidentiall>asis,to ,determinewhether the employeewishes to discuss
the test'results. If no legitimate explanation for the positive test ISfound, the :rv.rRO will report the
positive test result to the employer.
Retesting of Sample~. An employee or applicant for ~mployment may request in writing to
the MRO a retest of the sample, 'provided such request is made within 72 ~ours of the indIvidual
having been informed of a verified positive test ftom the :I\.1RO.An employee requesting a retest
shall ad~ance the cost of the retest, which shall be reimbursed by the employer if the retest is
negative.' "
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Protection of Employee Record.. The employer's contract with the laboratories
conducting the drug tests requires that the laboratorymaintainemployee test recordsin confidence,
as provided in the regulation~.
II. Alcohol Testing,
The Breath Alcohol Technician. The breath alooholtecbnician (BAT) that conducts alcohol
testing shall be trained to proficiency in the operation of the evidential breath testing (EBT) device.
Tlie EBTs shan confonn with the requirements of the regulations.
Loeation~ CorBreath Alcohol Testing. The employer shall conduct alcohol testing in the
location that affords visual and.Rural privacy to the individual being tested, sufficient to prevent
unauthorized persons ftom seeing or hearing test results. All necessary equipment. p~onne~ and
ma.terials for breath testing will be provided at,the locatioD where testing is conducted.
PreparatioQ for Breath Alcohol Testing- When an employee enters the alcohol testing
lo~tion, tho BAT ~I require him or her to provid~ positive identificati~n. The testing procedures
wiU be fully explained to the employee. If the results of the screening test indicate an alcohol
concentl1'-tion of 0.02 or greater;,a confinnationtest willbe perfonned. '
Refusals to Test Ilnd Uncompleted Tests. Refusal by an employee to complete ~d sign the
. breath alcohol testing form, to provide breath, to provide an adequate amount ofbfe~ or otherwise
to cQoperate wi~ the testing ,pro,cess in a way that prevents the completion of the test shall be
reportedimmediatelyto the employer. .
Protection of Employee Records_ The employer will maintain records in a seoure manner
in accordance with the regUlations.
REFUS
,
'
No employee shall refuse to submit to a (equifed alcohol or controlled substance. test. The
employer shall treat an employee who refuses to submit to such test in the same l1W)ner as an
employee who tests positive for drugs or alcohol.
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Compliance with the regulations and this plan is a condition of employment. Refusal to take
, a required test or failure of a drug or alcohol test shalt result in immediate suspension trom
employment without pay for a period of two calendar weeks after the date aftha failure or refusal.
Paid-leave aooruals may not ~e used during the suspension. This s.uspensionis an agreed upon
. penalty negotiated with the Union representingthe employeescoveredbythis policy. It shallnot be
subjeQt to appeal by grievance or o1herwise. except that the Union shall retain the right to challenge,
through the grievance process, the basis for the 'action taken and the validity of the test. , Any
employee who voluntarily admits to having a drug or alcohol problem at any time prior to an actual
random drug or alcohol test will be aJlowed one opportunity to first undergo co~se1ing aJ:1d
rehabiUtation before being subject to the, disciplinary process. Such employee sha11 s~ be required,
to undergo the test and subsequent procedures as required by the federal regulations, but will,not be
subject to the two week suspension without pay provided for above. This proVision shall apply only
to random tests and shall'not apply, e.g., to post-acciden~ reasonable suspicion, follow up or other
tests.
An employee who tests positive for drogs or alcohol or who refuses to take a required test
within a two year period after the initi~ positive test or re:fusal shall be. subject to immediate'
termination of employment. This action is an agreed upon penalty negotiated with the union
representing employees covered by this policy and shall not be subject 'to appeal by grievance or
otherwise, except tliat the Union shall retain the right to challenge, through the grievance prooess,
the basis for taking the test upon 'which the action was taken and the validity of same.
"
CONDITIONS OF ~T~ TO DUTY
In addition to the penalty stated abov~, before an exnployee returns to du~ after eJ1gagi~g in
conduct prohibited by this plan, the employee shall undergo a return to duty. drug and/or alcohol test
with the result indicating an alcohol concentration of less than 0.02 if the conduct involved alcohol
use or a drug test with a.verified negative result if the conduct involved drug use. '
')
Prior to returning to work, an emptoyee who tested positive for drugs or 'aloohol or refused
the test shall also be evaluated by a Substance Abuse Professional.(see Append~ A for definition)
to detennbie whether the employee needs assistanoe or whether the employee bas properly fonowed.
any rehabilitation program'previously pre~ribed by the substance abuse professiona~ and slWl be
subject to unannounced follow..up alcohol and drug test ronowinS the employee's return to duty.
Employee shan be subject to six (6) follow-up tests during the first year following return to duty,
unless the substance ab\lse professional recommends additional tests or the employer has reaSon to
order such additionaltests. Any rehabilitationprogram shallbe at the expenseof the employee.
"
.
'the cost of evaluatiolh rchab1111:aclon. and returu.-to-duty and follow-up
tes'ts are the respoo.a1.b:Ll:1ty of the. emp1oyee.
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EThe employer provides an employee assistance pr?gram (EAP) for its employees.
The EAP provides confidential counseling for many different areas of concern to employees'
including drug and alcohol problem$. The name and number of the EAP representative is
listed in Appendix B.
G
SupervisOI}'personnel responsible for the employees covered under this plan win
o receive training as part of this Plan. Training shall include information on the specific.
contemporaneous, physical, behavioral, and performance indicators of probable drug and
alcohol use. This training shalt be for supetYisors who ma.yhave to determine whether an
employee should be tested for reasonable cause.
"
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE EFFECTS OF
.
DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
Employees win receive periodic educational information concerning the effects of '
alcohol and cont:!oUed substances on an individual's hea1~ work; and personal lite; signs
and symptoms of an alcohol or controlled S\lbstanceproblem; and availablemethocb of
0
intervening when an alcohol or contraJled BUDstanceproblem is suspected. Additional
.
information is available through the 'emplQyerrepresentative's designated in AlJpen~ and
tbJ;oughunion representatives.
CERTIFICATE OF RECEIPT o
'
. .
o Certificate of Receipt. Each employee is requh'ed to sign a statement certifying that
he or she has received a copy of this plan. A Certificate ofRec~ipt is "attached as' A!1pendix
C
.
-'
. Accepted:
Da.te: P 4
I'"
y 2000 ,dJd
e stersJ hauifeurs, WarehousetJU1n
&.Helpers
toca1'Union 182
By: John A Wille, PresidentIBA
00
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APPENDIX'A
DEFINITIONS
For purposes oftJlis Pla.n) the tollowing definitions apply:
1. Accident: An occurrence involving a Commercial Motor Vehicle operating on a
public (oad which results in:
a. a fatality;
b, bodily injury to a person who, as a result of the injury, imm~diately receives
, medicaltreatment away fromthe sceneof the accident;or
c. one or n1.or~motor vehides .incurring disabling damage as a result of-the
accideIi~'rcquirlng the vehicle to be transported away from the scene by a tow
truck or other vehicle.
It' an ~m'ployeeis ticketed for' a moving traffic violation as a result of an accident
while driving a Commercial Motor Vehicle, the employee is subject to a Drug and
Alcohol test under the Plan. '
Alcohol use: mean3 the consumption of any beverage, mixture, or preparation,
including any medication containing alcohol.
3. . 'Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT): an individual who i'nstructs and assist individuals
in the alcohol testing process and operates an EBt.
2. ,
4. Chain. of Custody: procedures to acco,unt for the integrity of each urine specimen by
tracking its handling and storage from point qf specimen collection to final
disposition of the specimen.
Collection Site: a designated 'location where applicants or employees may present
themselves for the purpose of providing a specimen otthelr urine to be an~yzed for
the presence of drugs or providing a sample of their breath to be analyzed for'the
p~esence of alcohol.
6.
,
CoJ1ection Site Person: a person who instructs and ~ssists applicants and employees
, through the specimen collection. process.
.
. .
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9.
Commercial Motor Vehicle: means amotorvehicte 01'combit1ation ofmotorvewcles
used in commerce to transpOl1 passengers or property if the motor vehicle:
8., Has a gross combinaLionweight ratingof26,OOl or more pounds inclusive
of a towed unit with a gross vehicleweight r~ting of more than 10,000
pounds;or .
b. Has a gross vehicle weight rating of 26, 00 1 or mor~ pounds; or
c,
~s designed to transp'.on 16 or more passengers, including the driver; or
. Is of any size and is used in the transportation of materials found to be '
hazardous for the purposes 9f the Hazardous Materials Tran~portation Act
and which require the;,motor vehicle to be placarded under the Huardous
Materials Regulations (49 CFR part 172, subpart F).
d,
Connl'mation Test: For alcohol testing ~eans a second test, fonowing a screening
test with a result of 0,02 or greaterJ that provides quantitative data of alcohol
concentration. F or controlled substances. confirmation testitlg means a ~econd
analytical procedure to identify the prese.nce of a specific drug or mctaboliteJ which
is independent of the screen test and which uses a different technique and ch.emical
principal tTomthat of the screen testln order to ensure reliability and accuracy. (Gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry (GCIMS) 'is the only authorized confirmation
method for .cocame, marijuana., opiates, ampheta.min.es, and phencyclidine.)
Covered Employee (Employee): Every employee who operates a commercial n\otol'
vehicle in interstate or intrastate cumInerce and is subject to having a CDL, Also,
any employee described as performing a safety sensitive function as defined in
paragraph 20-below.
.
'
10. Cut...OffLevels: the minimum value 'established for designating a test result as
positive,
. .
.
11. Driver: 1p.eansany person who operat~s a commercial motor vehicle. This includes,
but is not limited to: full timeJ regularly employed drivers; casual, intermittent or
occasional drivers; leased drivers and independent, owner-operator contractors who
are ~ither directly employed by or under leas~ to an employer or who operate a
comm.ercialmotor vehicle at the direction of or with the consent of an employer.
.
For
the purposes of pre-employment/pre.. duty testing only, the term ccdriver"includes a
person applying to an employer to drive a commercial motor vehicle.
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12. Drugs (Prohibited): mariju~ cocaine, amphetamines, phencyclidine and/or opiates.
13. EAP: Employee Assistance Program which provides all employees with a means of
obtaining confidential professional assistance in handling personal problems which
may adversely affect job performance. The EAP may also functio1l as the SAP for
the purpose of this regulation. . .
14. Evidential Breath Testing Device (EB'!): an EBT approved by the N aU?JlalHighway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTA) for the evidential testing.ofbreath and placed
on NHT A's "Confonuing Products List ofBvidelltia1Brea.thMeasurement Devices"
(CPL).
15. Fail aDrug Test or Test Positive: the confirmation test result shows positive evidence
of the presence under DOT procedures of a prohibited ,drug in the employee's or
.
applicant's system.
16. Medical Review Officer (]YrR.O): a licensedphysician(medicaldoctor or doctor of
osteopathy) responsible for recqiving laboratory results generated by an employer's
drug testing program who has knowledge of the substance abuse disorders and has
appropriate medical training to interpret, and evaluate an individualts confirmed
positive test result together with his/her medical 'history and any other biomedical.
.
inforn1ation.
'
17. Pass a Drug Test or Test Negative: that lnitiai testing or confu'mation testing under.
DOT procedures does not show evidence of the presenoe of prohibited drug in the
employeets or applicant's system.
. 18. Performing (a safety..serWtive function): means a driver js considered to be
performing a saf~ty...sensitive function during any peri9d in which' he or she is
actually performing) rea.dy to perform,. Qr immedia.tely a.vailable to perfonn any
.
safetj",sEmsitivefunctions.
19. Refuse to submit (to an alcohol or controlled substances test): means that a driver
(a) Fails to provide adequaLe breath for testing without a valid medical
explanationafter he or shehas receivednoticeof the requirementfor breath
testing in accordancewith the provisionsof this part,
'failsto provide .adequateurine for controlled substances testing without a
genuine inability to provjde a specimen (as determined by a medlcal
(b)
14
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evaluation) after he or sh~ has received notice of the .requirement for urine
testing ill accordance with the provisions of this pan, or
engases in con~uct that clearly obstructs the testing process.
.
.
, Safety-sensitive function means all iime from the time a driver begins to work 01"is
required to be in readiness to work until the time he/she is reHeved from work and'
all responslbiIity for performing work. S~fetY-8eDBitive ~nctions shall include:
20.
(c)
(1) All time at an employer or.shipper plant, terminal, facility, or other property,
waiting to be dispatched, unless the driver has been relieved from duty by the
employer.
.
(2)
. AU tUne inspecting equipment as required by the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Regulations (FMCSR's), or otherwise inspecting, servicing, or
conditioning any commercial motor vehicle at any time. .
(3)
(4)
All time spent at the driving controls of a commercial motor vehicle.
All time, other than driving time, spe.nt on or in a commercial motor vehicle
(except for time spent restingin the sleeperb~th). .
(5) All time lQading or unloading a cotn\nercial motor vehicle, supervising, or
assisting. in the loa4ing or unloading, attending a vehicle being loaded or
unloaded, remaining in readiness to opera.te the vehicle, or in giving or
receiving receipts for shipments loaded or unloaded.
(6) All time spent performing the driver requirements associated with an
accident.
(7) All time repairing, obtaining assistance, or remaining in attendance upon a
disabled vehicle.
(8) For purposes of clarification al1 employees. holding or. working in the.
following titles shElUbe deemed to be performing safety sensitive functions:
M~chanic.. Hea.vy Equipment Operator, Light Equipment Operator, TJ,1lc
. Driver, Laborer, & Mason. All other titles and all oLheremployees covered
by the .Teamsters Collective Bargaining Agreement shall be presumed to be
performing safety sensitive functions. .
15
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22.
&W U~J.I U~"
Screening test (also known as initialtest): In alcoholtesting, it means aQ.analytical .
procedure to determine whether a driver may have a.prohibited concen~atio.n of
alcohol in his or her system. In controlled substance tcstiDg. it Dleans an
imJnunoassay screen to eliminate .'.negative" urine specimens from. further
considera.tion.
Substance Abuse Professional: mean~ a liceused physiciaJl (Medical Doctor or
Doctor of Osteopathy), or a licensed or certified .psychologist, social worker,
employee ,assistance p'rofession~ or addiction counselqr (oertified by the National
&~uciation of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors Certification Commission)
with knowledge of and clinical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of alcohol
and controlled substances-related disorders.
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1. Drug alcohol Program Manager (DAPM) and Medical Review Officer (l\41tO)
On Site Testing Services
(315) 779-9483
MRO - Occupational Medicines Associates
Charles Moehs, M.D.
(315) 782-9125
Department of Health and H~man Services (DHHS) Primaxy Laboratory:2.
Medtox laboratories, Inc.
302 West Country Road
St. Paul,:MN 55112
(651) 636..7466
, 3. Employee Assi~t8nce Program (EAP)
Insight House
500 Whitesboro Street
Utica., New York 13502
(315) 72~S168
An agency referred by:
Central New York Labor Agency
Genesee Street
Utica, New York
So long as it has proper certification
'4. Substance AbusE?Professional (SAP)
Insight House
500 Whitesboro Street,
.
Uti~ New York 13502
(3 15 724..5168
s. . RehabilitationTreating Facility
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APPENDIX C
REVIEW OF DRUG TES'fING RE~U.L:t.JlX..MRO
CERTIFICATE OF RECEIPT
Personnel Office
i acknowledge receipt 'ofLhe ~rug and Alcohol Testing Plan (dated January 1, 1997).
.Enlployee Name (print)
Elnployee Signatare (Date)
THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BE RETAINED IN THE EMPLOYEE'S PERSONNEL FILE.
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